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Program Overview

New Global Brand Reviews Program

Two years ago, to ensure brand design consistency and alignment 

with global brand standards, GBM launched a creative review 

process called Global Brand Reviews via Workfront. As 

familiarity with the execution of brand design has advanced, and 

resource prioritization has shifted to the regions, we are 

introducing a new brand and creative review process — Global 

Brand Reviews Program — that is a shared responsibility with 

the regions.

On Sept 3 we will kick-off the new process, created in 

collaboration with the Regional Marketing Leads, that will cover 

brand reviews for print, video, digital (websites, landing pages, 

emails, banners, social and apps), environments, and promotional 

items. It will be available through the new Global Brand Reviews 

Program Workfront request forms which will have embedded, 

tailored review and approval workflows by region.
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Program Overview

New Global Brand Reviews Program

Who this is for?

Global employees in marketing and non-marketing functions who 

create any branded materials, whether for internal or external use.

Why it’s Important?

• Streamlines approval workflows based on regional priorities 

and differences

• Simplifies review process depending on the type of material 

submitted

• Feedback is driven and resolved from both a regional and 

global point-of-view

• Standards will focus mostly on objective aspects of brand 

execution
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Program Overview

New Global Brand Reviews Program

• Phase One:

Regions take greater responsibility for day-to-day Brand 

reviews, Global CXD to maintain higher level priority 

campaign reviews

• Phase Two:

Streamline asset distribution (DAM) which is currently 

tied to the review process to allow for greater access

• Phase Three:

Global CXD to increase regional brand design 

knowledge through educational outreach on an ongoing 

basis with better tools and programs



Phase One:
New Review 
Process
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Review Overview

Global ReviewsRegional Reviews

Who reviews what work and how?

Scale the current Global model to lift and shift BAU reviews to the 

regions. Refocus CXD on Top 8 Markets planned initiatives.

Lift and shift reviews of BAU work to be handled 

by the regional marketing teams. 

• Regions to set their own priorities of what they will review or 

not review (with some exceptions)

• continue to use the existing Workfront tool to process and 

document work or other resources

• CXD to make a quarterly assessment of regional review 

work in a group forum to both course correct and learn from 

local improvements

Planned high priority activations in 

Top 8 Markets

• Plan work with regional partners on 

quarterly basis

• Review cadence established by 

regional partner

• Upon completion proof submitted to 

Workfront for better reporting
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Review Workstreams

Bypass

Review

Any media designated by the 

Regional Marketing Lead as 

not requiring review

Global

Brand Simplified

Review

Global Brand

Priority Campaign

Review

Any media designated by 

Global and the Regional 

Marketing Lead to require 

review

High priority, high visibility 

projects that have been 

agreed to in quarterly 

planning at the SLT level.
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Bypass Review Overview

Submission process:

• Requestor submits project 

proof to Workfront

• Workfront advises that work 

qualifies for bypass 

• Business proceeds with 

project without interruption

• Work is documented for 

quarterly review by Global

Bypass Criteria:

Any media designated by the 

Regional Marketing Lead as 

not requiring review 

including:

• Text updates

• Templated material

• Image updates with MetLife 

owned imagery to templated 

material

• Internal facing content

• Low-visibility or short shelf-life

Note: this review may not

contain:

• Environmental

• On-platform (AEM) digital / AI

• New or altered logos

• New or altered illustration

This work is submitted through the Global Brand Simplified Review form and 

by meeting specific criteria may bypass review prior to release. This work will be 

reviewed as part of a quarterly assessment of all work

Quarterly Reviewers:

• Local Marketing Leads

• RMLs

• RCMOs

• CXD
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Simplified Review Overview

Submission process:

• Requestor submits project 

proof to Workfront

• Regionally assigned 

reviewer reviews and 

approves or rejects

• Work is documented for 

quarterly review by Global

Regional Review Criteria:

Any media designated by Global 

and the Regional Marketing Lead 

to require review.

• Print (Collateral and Ads)

• Video

• Promotional Items

• Campaigns

• Social

• Digital (On and Off-Platform*) 

• Environmental*

• New or altered logos and/or 

illustrations*

Note: Global CXD to review all 

submissions by Global Functions 

in this workstream 

This work is submitted through the Global Brand Simplified Review form and 

requires review before release. The bulk of work will be reviewed by a regionally 

assigned resource, however some work may be reviewed by Global. This work 

will also be reviewed as part of a quarterly assessment of all work

Regional Reviewers:

• Asia: EG+

• EMEA: Christian Ordaz

• LatAm: Paula Mira

• U.S.: EG+

• *reviewed by Global CXD
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Global Review Overview

GB Priority Campaign 

Review Criteria:

High priority, high visibility 

projects that have been 

agreed to in quarterly 

planning at the SLT level.

• All campaign media

• All markets 

(primary focus on Top 8)

• All Global functions

Submission process:

• Regions and Global agree to 

quarterly project list

• Requestor submits project 

brief to Workfront on kickoff

• Working team of CXD

SMEs and regional partners is 

established

• Review cadence managed by 

regional partner

• Work is documented for semi-

annual review by Global SL

Note: This review stream 

is not for projects that have 

already begun creative. Review 

in this stream begins at the brief 

and will be followed through 

completion.

This work is submitted through the Global Brand High Priority Campaign 

Review form. Not simply a review per se but upfront guidance to keep the 

campaign on a brand approved path. This work will be reviewed as part of a semi-

annual assessment of all work

Global Reviewers:

• Global CXD

— Jeremy S

— David Z

— Nicole R-G

— as needed



Submitting for 
Review



Submission 
Instructions
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Determine the type of review you need

Global Brand 

Simplified Review

“I have completed, branded 

media for internal or external 

audience that I need looked 

at for brand approval”

Global Brand

Priority Campaign

Review

“I am kicking off a new 

campaign for which no work 

has been completed and 

would like to ensure we are 

on brand from inception.”
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Determine the type of review you need

Global Brand 

Simplified Review

“I have completed, branded 

media for internal or external 

audience that I need looked 

at for brand approval”

Global Brand

Priority Campaign

Review

“I am kicking off a new 

campaign for which no work 

has been completed and 

would like to ensure we are 

on brand from inception.”
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Simplified review stream

Global Brand Simplified Review will look at the most objective 

standards of the application of the brand

Adherence to the brand system as per the Visual Identity guidelines and all 

subsequently published brand evolutions* with regard to:

• Logo and brand architecture

• Photography and Illustration

• Fonts

• Color Palette

• UX/I compliance (in the case of digital)

Qualified submissions may bypass review. Submissions that bypass review and do not 

adhere to published guidelines will be discussed as course correction in quarterly 

review with Regional Marketing Managers, Global CXD and Regional CMOs.

Submissions that do not bypass review and that do not adhere to published guidelines 

will be rejected in the review process and will require revision and resubmission as a 

new request.

* See appendix for full list of published guidance
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Scope of Simplified review

What isn’t in scope for a

Simplified review

Brand review is not the correct place to 

seek art and design direction—that should 

be taking place within the creative 

development and with local resources.

Brand review should not be used to front 

run an idea with low fidelity comps.*

Beyond the placement of watermarked 

photography or footage the submission 

should represent the final intended state.

* Exception to this is video and new illustration. Video review 

offers four stages of review from Concept to Final Mix. New 

illustrations may be submitted in stages as well; concept, 

rough and final. 

Does not address

• Tone of voice

• Non-UX/I related compositional / layout 

/ typographic suggestions

• Evaluation of the appropriateness of 

photography or illustrations relative to 

messaging intent

• Production accuracy beyond fidelity of 

brand elements
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(NEW)

Submission instructions (All)

• Submit all review requests through the Workfront online platform (link below) which 

will allow you to track the progress of your review, understand who is reviewing it and 

receive approval or revision instructions. Need access? See appendix.

https://metlife.my.workfront.com/requests

• After a successful log-in, click on + New Request, then you will be asked to

Select a Request Type — you will request Global Brand Review Program (NEW)

• Then based on your review need, one of the following dropdowns;

— Global Brand Simplified Review

— Global Brand Priority Campaign Review

https://metlife.my.workfront.com/requests
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Submission instructions (Simplified)

• Type your project name in the Subject field. 

Consider this the name of the document or project 

for review rather than a description of a review 

activity. Ideally structured as, 

“Market_Project_Media or Campaign”.

For example: “USM_Voluntary Benefits Dental 

Slipsheet” vs ”review the icons and supply the 

photos for this slipsheet”

• The +Add Documents section is where you will 

attach your material for review. PDFs are the most 

preferred format. It is suggested that you do 

this step last, after filling out the rest of the form, 

as the form will prompt you for specific 

documents.

• The form will inform you of the review streams 

purpose, be sure that you are in the correct 

stream.
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Submission instructions (Simplified)

• The Simplified form will ask first, “Is this review a resubmit of a previously rejected 

submission?” Unlike the previous workflow, submissions will either be approved or 

rejected with comments and the request/issue will be closed. This is to address the 

feedback from regions concerning timing of feedback. If resubmitting, you will be 

prompted for the previous Workfront reference number which is found on upper left 

corner of your request confirmation email or the lower left corner of your request status.
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Submission instructions (Simplified)

• The form will then prompt you for specific information related to the submission; 

Region, Market, Work type, and more. It is important to fill this out completely and 

accurately as these questions determine who needs to review the material as well as 

the accuracy of data supplied to Regional Marketing Leads in assessing where 

additional resources may be needed.

• Qualifying Details are a series of qualifying questions that will determine whether the 

submission qualifies to bypass immediate review or must by reviewed by either 

Regional reviewers or Global reviewers.

• Timing and Agencies is important in determining whether feedback can be affectively 

implemented before the due date and whether agencies or individuals needs further 

instruction on the execution of the brand.

• Compliance to licensing and other regulations. The last question on the form is your 

affirmation that you have legally acquired and licensed any assets that were not 

provided to you directly by Global Brand. Any legal action due to infringement will be 

referred back to the requestor and/or senior stakeholder.
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Submission instructions (Simplified)

• Once all information is submitted. The form will alert you to the review path. Either;

—Bypass review, meaning after you’ve submitted the material you may proceed with 

your planned work without delay. The media will be reviewed on a quarterly schedule 

and any course correction determined at that time.

—Regional review, meaning that your material is reviewed by someone in your region. 

Wait for an approval or rejection with feedback before proceeding.

—Global review, means that elements of your submission require greater scrutiny at 

the global brand level. Wait for an approval or rejection with feedback before 

proceeding.
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Submission instructions (Simplified)

• This last field also contains important information related to review processes, 

schedules and availability of new guidance documents or training sessions.
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Submission instructions (Simplified)

• When you have completed all required fields and understand who will review your 

material, add your documents to + Add Documents, and click on Submit Request

• If you find, through filling out the form, that you are in the wrong review type simply 

click on Cancel

• If you have not filled in the information completely the form will prompt you to 

complete it with a red exclamation point icon



Receiving Feedback

or Assets
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Receiving Feedback (Simplified)

How do you check the status and feedback of your review

• You should receive review feedback within 5 business days.

• After successful log-in, click Requests I’ve Submitted to check the status.

• You can then select either Open or Completed requests. When you click on an Open

request, you can see the current status and all comments made by the reviewer(s) in 

the Updates tab.

• If your material was Approved you’ll receive a notification of that approval.

• If you receive a notice of Approved w/Changes this means your work is approved but 

the reviewer has non-required suggestions added to Updates that would improve the 

submission. No need to resubmit.

• If your material was Rejected, you’ll receive notification and a note in the Updates

section outlining why. It will point to specific guidance in published guidelines for you 

to follow and you may have an annotated PDF in the Documents tab. Rejected 

material must be re-submitted as a + New Request referencing the previous 

Workfront reference number. (refer to pg. 18 of this deck for more info)
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Receiving Feedback (Simplified)

If your work qualified for bypass

• The form will alert you instantly that your request qualifies for bypass, but you still 

need to submit the work. Be sure to + Add Documents and Submit Request.

• You may proceed with your release of work if you receive instant notice of bypass but 

it may serve you better to wait until you have received the below notice.

• You will receive a notice within 2 business day that your submission was either 

Deferred or Declined.

— Deferred means that on a glance the work was submitted properly and will be 

reviewed with other aggregated work in the next quarter.

— Declined means that on a glance the work contained an excluded treatment and 

the form was filled out improperly. You should resubmit with the complete information 

so that the work is properly reviewed.
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Receiving Assets (Simplified)

If you require assets from the DAM

• If your submission indicates to you that your 

work will bypass review, simply go into your 

request Updates tab and indicate by file name 

the images or assets you need in a new 

update and address that request @ 

David Zubkoff

• If your submission indicates that your work will 

be reviewed by either Regional or Global 

partners, wait until the review is concluded 

and you have an approval, then go into your 

request Updates tab and indicate by file name 

the images or assets you need in a new 

update and address that request @ 

David Zubkoff

• Note that asset distribution can take up to 2 

business days to complete.

Zubkoff x



Submission 
Instructions
(High Priority 
Campaign)
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Determine the type of review you need

Global Brand 

Simplified Review

“I have completed, branded 

media for internal or external 

audience that I need looked 

at for brand approval”

Global Brand

Priority Campaign

Review

“I am kicking off a new 

campaign for which no work 

has been completed and 

would like to ensure we are 

on brand from inception.”
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High Priority Campaign review stream

Global Brand High Priority Campaign brand review will look at 

broader, more evolved and subjective application of the brand

while still looking for adherence to the brand system as per the Visual Identity guidelines 

and all subsequently published brand evolutions* with regard to:

• Logo and brand architecture

• Photography and Illustration

• Fonts

• Color Palette

• UX/I compliance (in the case of digital)

Submissions to Global Brand High Priority Campaign Review take the form of a 

collaborated process from brief to finished product. This is planned and agreed work 

established in the previous quarter at a leadership level. Feedback will be on the 

requestors schedule and ultimately lead to an approved design.

* See appendix for full list of published guidance
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(NEW)

Submission instructions

• Submit all review requests through the Workfront online platform (link below) which 

will allow for better documentation and visibility of work than the previously ad hoc 

process. Need access? See appendix.

https://metlife.my.workfront.com/requests

• After a successful log-in, click on + New Request, then you will be asked to

Select a Request Type — you will request Global Brand Review Program (NEW)

• Select — Global Brand High Priority Campaign Review

https://metlife.my.workfront.com/requests
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Submission instructions

• Type your project name in the Subject field. 

Consider this the name of the document or project 

for review rather than a description of a review 

activity. Ideally structured as, 

“Market_Project_Media or Campaign”.

For example: “USM_Voluntary Benefits Dental 

Slipsheet” vs ”review the icons and supply the 

photos for this slipsheet”

• The +Add Documents section is where you will 

attach your Brief. PDFs are the most preferred 

format, but Word or PPT are fine as well.
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Submission instructions

• The form will then prompt you for specific 

information related to Region and Market.

• Identify the campaign as it appears on the 

quarterly schedule. This is so that the 

reviewer knows that this was planned work. 

CXD will provide a simple Excel planning 

document as a tool for this.

• Identify the planned media components; Print, 

Digital, Social, Video and Promotional. Select 

all that apply. This is to align appropriate 

SMEs.

• Timing, Stakeholders and Agencies is 

important in determining whether feedback 

can be affectively implemented before the due 

date and whether agencies or individuals 

needs further instruction on the execution of 

the brand.
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Submission instructions

• When you have completed all required fields add your brief to + Add Documents if you 

have not done so yet, and click on Submit Request

• If you find, through filling out the form, that you are in the wrong review type simply 

click on Cancel

• If you have not filled in the information completely the form will prompt you to 

complete it with a red exclamation point icon
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Post Submission

• Reviewer will reconcile the request against 

planned work.

• Reviewer will reach out to requestor regarding 

timing of briefings and sharing work in 

development. Reviewer will integrate into your

planned review schedule.

• Reviewer will organize appropriate SMEs 

based on selected media types.

• All other review and feedback functions will 

happen offline as they have in the past. 

• Reviewer will upload any review documents 

and final work to Workfront.

• This work will be aggregated for a semi-

annual review with global and regional SLT.



Coming Soon
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Coming Soon

What to expect in the near future

• This presentation posted to MetLife Tube

• Quarterly Reviews of the Bypass Review stream

• Educational outreach on new brand design development

• Regular cadence of brand guidance discussions

• Direct access to the DAM for a greater number of users



Appendix
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Schedule: launch new review Sept 3rd

New Review

submissions begin

9/3

Last review 

in old 

process

8/29

Last review 

in old 

process

closed

9/13
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Standards of Regional Brand Review

• Visual Identity v2 May 2017

• MetLife Guidelines Japan 110716 v1

• Brand Architecture BETA Feb 2019

• Digital Pattern Library v6 May 2019

• MetLife Web Icon Guidelines v1 Aug 2017

• Environmental Brand v2 June 2019 

• Social Media Evolution v1 March 2018

• MetLife Asia 360Health guide v1

• MetLife US Sprint Brand Extension Guide

v1 June 2019

• MetLife MX Sprint Brand Extension Guide

v1 June 2019

• MetLife US Auto & Home Fit Campaign Guide

v1 March 2019

• MetLife Comms Workforce of the Future Visual 

Toolkit v1 July 2018

• MetLife Illustration Guidelines: how to v1 July 2018

• Meetings Events Guidelines v3 June 2017

• MetLife Security Badges  v1 Feb 2017

• Metlife email signature v2_April 2018

• MetLife Mobile App Icon specs v1 Feb 2018

• MetLife MatchUp v1 Feb 2017

• PGA TOUR Sponsorship visual identity guidelines

v1 July 2017

Need one of these documents?

Reach out to David Zubkoff or Jeremy Stevens

jstevens3@metlife.com

dzubkoff@metlife.com

Current published guidance documents

http://ux.metlife.com/index.html
mailto:jstevens3@metlife.com
mailto:dzubkoff@metlife.com
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Review FAQ

• Who do I reach out to for submission process information?

Jeremy Stevens at jstevens3@metlife.com

• How do I get access to Workfront?

Contact David Zubkoff at dzubkoff@metlife.com

• I have a question or concern about the feedback I received. Who do I reach out to?

Start with your Regional Marketing Manager.

— Asia: Sophie Kim at sophie.kim@metlife.com

— EMEA: Christian Ordaz at cordaz@metlife.com

— LATAM: Paula Mira at paula.mira@metlife.com.ar

— US : Holly St. John at hstjohn@metlife.com

— Global Function(s): Jeremy Stevens at jstevens3@metlife.com

mailto:jstevens3@metlife.com
mailto:dzubkoff@metlife.com
mailto:sophie.kim@metlife.com
mailto:cordaz@metlife.com
mailto:paula.mira@metlife.com
mailto:hstjohn@metlife.com
mailto:jstevens3@metlife.com
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Review FAQ

“I already submit work through Workfront to Global Brand Review or through an offline email process 

to Brand Design. Does this affect me?”

Yes, this new review replaces both the current Workfront process and any offline or ad hoc request.

“I had never heard of this before. Do I need to do anything?”

Maybe. Do you create branded communication (anything with the MetLife logo on it) for audiences 

larger than your own team function or that are visible externally? If, so then, yes, you should be 

submitting that material through Global Brand Review.

“I didn’t even know we had brand standards that needed to be followed. Where do I get that 

information before I make something, submit it and have it possibly rejected?”

Our Brand on MyMetLife and The Marketing Hub can point you toward a wide array guidance, 

assets and contacts so that you can execute the best possible on brand materials.

“I create wide scale campaigns that reach broad audiences both internally and externally and I 

usually work with Global Brand, my local Integrated Marketing or Comms to help me develop them. 

Should I be in this process?”

Yes, work with your usual partners in the usual way to build your campaigns or events and then 

submit the work through this Brand Review.

https://my.metlife.com/en/Pages/Explore-MetLife/brand.aspx
https://marketinghub.metlife.com/role-of-marketing/brand/
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Review FAQ

“Sometimes I make lobby monitor content or I put up flyers in the pantry with a MetLife logo on it. Do I 

need to submit that for brand review?”

No. Templated solutions like lobby monitors, off the shelf event material or your internal Powerpoints

don’t require review. And material with extremely limited visability and no applicability outside of a 

small group of people is excluded as well.

“What if I’m making a Tee-shirt for a group volunteer outing? It’ll have the MetLife logo and our team 

name, maybe some other art—do you need to see that?”

Yes. The purpose of putting our mark on a tee-shirt is to drive visibility and good will to our brand so 

we’d want to ensure that the brand is represented clearly and properly in any public setting.

“Won’t this slow me down? I’ve got to get this out quickly.”

Maybe, maybe not. What’s great is, the new process is built to instantly recognize whether your 

material requires review or not. If it qualifies, the submission will instantly let you know that you don’t 

need to wait for a response. If it does require review typical turn around is less than 2 days (5 days 

max), simply build that into your production schedule. The alternative is that we might see something 

that is entirely off brand and you’ll be asked to pull it down which will delay you as well.
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Review Work Streams Criteria

Bypass Review Regional Brand Review
Global Brand Priority

Campaign Review

Any media designated by the 

Regional Marketing Lead as 

not requiring review 

including:

• Text updates

• Templated material

• Image updates with MetLife 

owned imagery

• Internal facing content

• Low-visibility or short shelf-life

Note: this review may not contain:

• Environmental

• On-platform (AEM) digital / AI

• New or altered logos

• New or altered illustration

* Feedback offered on these projects will 

be on a quarterly basis.

Any media designated by the 

Regional Marketing Lead to 

require review.

• Print

• Digital and Social

• Video

• Environmental

• Campaigns

• Promotional Items

For all markets this review 

stream is for:

• Environmental

• On-platform (AEM) digital / AI

• New or altered logos

• New or altered illustration

Note: this review may not contain:

• Automated correspondence, forms 

and envelopes

High priority, high visibility 

projects that have been 

agreed to in quarterly 

planning at the SLT level.

• All media

• All markets

• All Global functions

Note: This review stream is not for 

projects that have already begun 

creative. Review in this stream begins 

at the brief and will be followed 

through completion.

* These projects will be on a quarterly 

planning document. If they do not appear 

on that document, they will not be 

reviewed in this review stream without 

SLT approval.



Questions?
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Thank you.


